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Abstract
0We report on the first observation of time-reversal symmetry violation through a comparison of the probabilities of K
0 0 0transforming into K and K into K as a function of the neutral-kaon eigentime t. The comparison is based on the analysis
of the neutral-kaon semileptonic decays recorded in the CPLEAR experiment. There, the strangeness of the neutral kaon at
" . 0 0 .time ts0 was tagged by the kaon charge in the reaction pp“K p K K at rest, whereas the strangeness of the kaon
at the decay time tst was tagged by the lepton charge in the final state. An average decay-rate asymmetry
0 q y 0 y qR K “e p n yR K “e p n .  .ts0 tst ts0 tst y3 :s 6.6"1.3 "1.0 =10 .stat syst0 q y 0 y qR K “e p n qR K “e p n .  .ts0 tst ts0 tst
was measured over the interval 1t -t-20 t , thus leading to evidence for time-reversal non-invariance. q 1998 ElsevierS S
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
0 0Since weak interactions do not conserve strangeness, a K meson can transform into a K in the course of
0 0  .time, and vice-versa, a K can transform into a K . Time-reversal T invariance, or microscopic reversibility,
 .would require all details of the second process to be deducible from the first; in particular, the probability P
0 0 0 .  .that a K ts0 is observed as a K at time t should be equal to the probability that a K ts0 is observed as
0 w xa K at the same time t 1 . Any difference between these two probabilities is a signal for T violation and can
be measured through the time-reversal asymmetry
0 0 0 0P K “K yP K “K .  .
. 1 .0 0 0 0P K “K qP K “K .  .
Experimentally this requires knowledge of the strangeness of the neutral kaon at two different times of its life.
A measurement of this asymmetry has become possible with the CPLEAR experiment, which produced K 0s
0and K s through the strong interactions
y q 0K p Kpp“  q y 0K p K ,
enabling the initial strangeness of the neutral kaon to be tagged by the charge of the accompanying charged
kaon. To tag the strangeness of the kaon at the moment of its decay we use semileptonic decays: positive lepton
0 0charge is associated to a K and negative lepton charge to a K . We measure, as a function of time, the
decay-rate asymmetry
0 q y 0 y qR K “e p n yR K “e p n .  .ts0 tst ts0 tst
. 2 .0 q y 0 y qR K “e p n qR K “e p n .  .ts0 tst ts0 tst
In the limit of CPT symmetry in the semileptonic decay process and of the validity of the DSsDQ rule, this
 .asymmetry is identical with the time-reversal asymmetry given in 1 .
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In the past, phenomenological studies based on the Bell-Steinberger relation have concluded that CP
w xviolation in the neutral-kaon system is dominantly accompanied by CPT invariance and T violation 2 .
However, owing to its importance, the time-reversal symmetry deserved to be tested more directly. With the
experiment presented here we report for the first time a direct observation of a T-odd asymmetry.
2. The experiment
w xFull details of the design, operation and performance of the CPLEAR detector can be found in Ref. 3 . Here
only a short overview of the detector is presented.
The CPLEAR detector had a cylindrical geometry and was mounted inside a solenoid magnet that produced a
field of 0.44 T. It allowed the detection of neutral-kaon decays in the time range 0-t-20 t t is the KS S S
.  .mean life . The 200 MeVrc antiprotons from the Low Energy Antiproton Ring LEAR of CERN stopped and
annihilated inside a gaseous hydrogen target at the centre of the detector. Going radially outwards from the
target, the detector consisted of a tracking device two multiwire proportional chambers, six drift chambers and
.  .two layers of streamer tubes , a scintillator-Cherenkov-scintillator sandwich S1–CE–S2 for particle identifica-
tion, and a leadrgas-sampling electromagnetic calorimeter. A multi-level trigger system provided fast event
selection. The trigger was based on particle identification, event kinematics and shower counting.
3. Event selection
The desired pp annihilations followed by the decay of the neutral kaon into epn are first selected by
requiring that the events have four charged tracks and zero total charge as well as a good reconstruction quality
for each track and vertex, and by identifying one of the decay tracks as an electron or a positron.
 . w xThe lepton identification is performed with a Neural Network NN algorithm 4,5 . The inputs to the NN
 .algorithm are the momentum of the particle, the energy loss in the two scintillators S1, S2 , the number of
 .photoelectrons in the Cherenkov counter and the time of flight from the decay vertex to the first scintillator S1 .
The Neural Network was trained using pure samples of electrons and pions. The pion sample consisted of
pions from neutral-kaon decays to pqpy. The electron sample was obtained with a special trigger which
q y 0 0selected pp annihilations to p p p . The p decayed into two photons, one of which in turn converted into an
electron-positron pair in the detector material.
The electron identification efficiency, obtained requiring that less than 2% of pions be misidentified as
electrons, is on the average 85%. No attempt is made to identify muons with the NN. The probability to identify
a muon as an electron, and thus include a muon event in the electron signal, is f15%.
Finally, the method of constrained fits is used:
" . 0 0 .fl 1C-fit. The hypothesis of the pp“K p K K channel is assumed for the annihilation event. The event
is kept only if the fit yields a probability greater than 10%.
fl 6C-fit. This fit includes kinematic constraints energy-momentum conservation under the semileptonic decay
.  0hypothesis and geometric constraints the alignment of the K momentum vector with the line joining the
.production with the decay vertex, and a good z-intersection of the tracks at the two vertices . The event is
kept only if the probability is greater than 5%.
fl 4C-fit. This fit is performed in order to reduce the pqpy background that comes from the decays
0 0 q y q y .K K “p p . The events are passed through the kinematic constrained fit with the p p decay
hypothesis. If the probability to fit the hypothesis is greater than 10%, the event is rejected.
The fitted momenta and vertices resulting from the 6C-fit determine the neutral-kaon lifetime with a precision
which ranges from 0.05 t in the short lifetime region to 0.2–0.3 t in the long one.S S
A total of 1.3=106 epn events, with measured decay time tG1t , survive the above selection.S
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4. Analysis
A number of factors that can introduce a distortion of the rates must be considered: detection efficiencies,
regeneration effects, background estimation and decay-time resolution. The latter was taken into account during
 . w xthe fit Section 6 , by folding the decay-time resolutions 3 in the fitting function.
0 04.1. Normalization of K and K rates
Using an asymmetry has the advantage that the detection efficiencies common to the two processes being
compared cancel. Differences in the geometrical acceptances are compensated to first order by frequently
reversing the magnetic field. However, different detection probabilities for the charged kaons, pions and
electrons used for tagging the strangeness of the neutral kaon at production and decay times lead to different
corrections for each event sample. The corrections are performed on an event-by-event basis via the two
 .normalization factors which are important for the decay-rate asymmetry given in 2 :
 q y.  y q.  .fl jse K p re K p , where the efficiencies involved, e Kp , are those of the charged particles at the
 .production vertex primary vertex normalization ;
 q y.  y q.  .fl hse p e re p e , which takes into account the different detection efficiencies, e p e , for the
 .particles in the two final states secondary vertex normalization .
4.1.1. Primary ˝ertex normalization
The primary vertex normalization factor j differs from unity because of the different strong interaction
cross-sections of oppositely charged kaons and pions. These differences are parametrized in terms of transverse
 ".  ".and longitudinal momentum of the charged kaon, p K and p K , and of the momentum of the primaryt z
 ..   ".  ".  ...pion, p p , jsj p K , p K , p p .t z
The primary normalization factor j is independent of the final state into which the neutral kaon decays. We
obtain it with high precision from our data set of pqpy decays where more and better constrained events are
w xavailable 6 . We select events with decay times between 1 and 4 t and calculate the normalization factor j byS
0 0building the ratio of observed K to K events. This ratio must follow the neutral-kaon time evolution, and, in
the time interval considered, can be approximated as
10 q yj N K “p p G t . Sts0 tst 2< <s 1y4Re e = 1q4 h cos Dmtyf e . 3 .  .  . .L qy qy0 q y  /N K “p p .ts0 tst
 .The oscillating factor on the right-hand side of Eq. 3 depends on the neutral-kaon parameters h , Dm andqy
w x y4G ’1rt , which we take from 7 , and, as a result, is known with a precision of f1=10 . The quantitiyS S
 .  .Re e is taken from the semileptonic charge asymmetry d , 4Re e being equal to 2d in the limit of CPTL l L l
w xsymmetry in semileptonic decays. Experimentally, the charge asymmetry is 7
d s 3.27"0.12 =10y3 . 4 .  .l
 :The average of j over all pion and kaon momenta is j s1.12023"0.00043 where the main contribution to
the error is the statistical error of the two-pion decays.
4.1.2. Secondary ˝ertex normalization
 . w  q.  y.xThe secondary vertex normalization factor, h, can be factorised as h p , p s e p re p =p e
w  y.  q.x  .  .e e re e , and is measured as a function of the momentum of the decay pion p and electron p .p e
There are several contributions which may cause h to differ from unity. We have considered different
q y q y  .probabilities for p and p and for e and e to be detected in the scintillator S1 , curvature-dependent
trigger efficiency to recognize a track, and NN selection-criteria efficiencies.
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Pure and unbiased samples of pions and electrons were used to study the difference in the efficiencies. A
q y  0 0 0 q y.sample of e e pairs has been selected from g conversion data K “2p ,p “2g ,g“e e , and a
sample of pq and py tracks has been selected from minimum-bias data. The different probabilities to be
 .detected in the scintillator S1 , a fundamental input for erp identification, have been extracted from both these
data samples. The minimum-bias data have been used to parametrize any additional difference between
opposite-charge tracks caused by the trigger. The value of h, averaged over the particle momenta, is
 :h s1.014"0.002.
In order to cross check our secondary vertex normalization, we can determine the charge asymmetry d froml
our data. This asymmetry is directly proportional to h and any variation of h propagates to d asl
1 y3 .  :.  .  .D d s D h . We obtain d s 2.8"1.3 =10 , consistent with the world average value given in Eq. 4 .l l2
4.2. Regeneration
0 0K and K are subject to regeneration arising from the forward scattering in the material of the detector. The
CPLEAR experiment has dedicated the final year of data-taking to measure the regeneration amplitudes
 .  . w xD fs f 0 y f 0 . The results are reported in Ref. 8 . Regeneration corrections are calculated and applied on an
event-by-event basis, depending on the momentum of the neutral kaon and on the positions of its production and
decay vertices within the detector. This correction results in a positive shift of the asymmetry of 0.3=10y3.
4.3. Background
From the Monte Carlo simulation we obtain the background to signal ratio for the different background
w xchannels as a function of the decay time 5 . We have considered contributions from neutral-kaon decays,
namely p en , pmn , pqpy, pqpyp 0 and p 0 p 0 with one Dalitz decay or one converted photon. The main
background source consists of neutral-kaon two-pion decays and is concentrated at early decay times, while at
late decay times there are contributions from p en decays where the electron and pion assignments are
exchanged, and from pqpyp 0 decays. Their levels relative to the signal remain below 1%.
4.4. The asymmetry AexpT
0 0After regeneration and background correction, the number of K events is normalized to the number of K
 q y.  y q.with the factor j , and the number of e p decays to the number of e p decays with the factor h. This
leads to the experimental asymmetry
0 q y 0 y qhN K “e p n yj N K “e p n .  .ts0 tst ts0 tstexpA t s , 5 .  .T 0 q y 0 y qhN K “e p n qj N K “e p n .  .ts0 tst ts0 tst
0 qwhere N stands for the observed number of initial K accompanied by a decay e or the observed number of
K 0 accompanied by an ey, as indicated in brackets. The total number of events entering in this asymmetry is
6.4=105.
The asymmetry is shown in Fig. 1 for a decay-time interval 1t FtF20 t . The data points scatter around aS S
positive and constant offset from zero, the average being
 exp: y3A s 6.6"1.3 =10 , 6 .  .1y20.tT S
with x 2rd.o.f. s 0.84.
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exp  .  exp:Fig. 1. The asymmetry A versus the neutral-kaon decay time in units of t . The solid line represents the fitted average A .T S T
This is an evidence for T violation. However, some uncertainty may result from the strangeness tagging at
the neutral kaon decay, due to a possible violation of the DSsDQ rule, and from a possible CPT violation in
semileptonic decays. For a thorough analysis of such effects we need to enter into the phenomenology of the
neutral kaons.
5. Phenomenology of the method
The time evolution and decay of the neutral kaons can be parametrized in terms of different, mostly
w xequivalent, mixing and decay parameters. We briefly outline the parametrization used in our analysis 9,10 .
The two parameters which describe the neutral-kaon mixing, are, respectively, the T and CPT violation
parameters:
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0L yL L yLK ,K K ,K K ,K K ,K
es and ds .
2 l yl 2 l yl .  .L S L S
iHere, L are the elements and l the eigenvalues of the effective Hamiltonian L: l sm y G ,i j L ,S L ,S L ,S L ,S2
where m and G are the masses and decay widths for the K and K states, Dmsm ym andL ,S L ,S L S L S
DGsG yG . Note that e is T violating by construction. The K mixing parameter is defined as e seyd .S L L L
The semileptonic decay amplitudes can be written as
q y 0 y q 0 ) ) < < :  < < :e p n L K saqb , e p n L K sa yb ,
y q 0 q y 0 ) ) < < :  < < :e p n L K scqd , e p n L K sc yd .
The amplitudes b and d are CPT violating, c and d describe possible violations of the DSsDQ rule, and the
imaginary parts are all T violating. The quantities
c) yd) c) qd)
xs and xs
aqb ayb
describe the violation of the DSsDQ rule in decays into positive and negative leptons, respectively, while
b
ysy
a
describes CPT violation in semileptonic decays in the case where the DSsDQ rule holds. The parameters
 .  .x s xqx r2 and x s xyx r2 describe the violation of the DSsDQ rule in CPT-conserving andq y
CPT-violating amplitudes, respectively. We assume x, x and y<1.
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0 0 .The semileptonic decay rates depend on the strangeness of the kaon K or K at the production time, ts0,
 q y.and on the charge of the decay lepton e or e :
0 q y 0 y qR t ’R K “e p n , R t ’R K “e p n , 7 .  .  .q ts0 tst y ts0 tst
0 y q 0 q yR t ’R K “e p n , R t ’R K “e p n . 8 .  .  .y ts0 tst q ts0 tst
0 .  .In the limit of validity of the DSsDQ rule, the rates R t and R t measure the probability of an initial Ky q
0being a K at the decay time and of the time-reversed process, respectively, and are thus the rates that enter in
the time-reversal asymmetry. These rates can be written as a function of the neutral-kaon decay time, t , and of
 .  .the parameters Re e , Re y , x and x:
< < 2a
yG t yG tS LR t s 1q2Re x y4Re e q2Re y e q 1y2Re x y4Re e q2Re y e .  .  .  .  . .  .  .y 4
1
 .y G qG tS Ly 2 1y4Re e q2Re y cos Dmt q4Im x sin Dmt e 9a .  .  .  .  .  . . 2 /
< < 2a
yG t yG tS LR t s 1q2Re x q4Re e y2Re y e q 1y2Re x q4Re e y2Re y e .  .  .  .  .  .  .q 4
1
 .y G qG tS Ly 2 1q4Re e y2Re y cos Dmt y4Im x sin Dmt e . 9c .  .  .  .  .  . . 2 /
 .We neglect second-order terms, which only play a role for very short lifetime t<1t . The parametersS
 .  .  .Re y , Re x also enter the determination of the parameter Re e from the charge asymmetry d ,y L l
1
Re e s d q2Re y q2Re x . .  .  . .L l y2
6. Fit results
 .  .  0The rates in Eqs. 9b and 9c are linked to the measurement through the normalised rates R Aj N Ky ts0
y q 0 q y.  .  .“e p n and R AhN K “e p n . However, the normalisation procedure of Eq. 3 usingtst q ts0 tst
 .2d s4Re e has to be corrected for the two CPT-violating extra terms. In fact this corresponds tol L
0 y q exp .   .  ..j N K “e p n A 1q4Re x q4Re y R . The A asymmetry can be expressed byts0 tst y y T
R t yR t .  .q yexpA t f y2Re y y2Re x s4 Re eyy yRe x .  .  .  .  . .T y yR t qR t .  .q y
1
y DGtRe x e qcos Dmt q Im x sin Dmt .  .  .  .2y q /
q2 , 10 .1
cosh DGt ycos Dmt . /2
where again we neglect second-order terms in the parameters. For long lifetimes this asymmetry is constant,
exp   .  ..A s4 Re eyy yRe x .T y
  .In the following analysis we assume CPT invariance in the semileptonic decay amplitudes, Re y s0 and
.x s0 . This assumption will be discussed in a forthcoming paper. We allow for a possible violation of they
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 .  .  .DSsDQ rule x /0 . The fitting procedure then contains only two parameters, Re e and Im x , both Tq q
w xviolating; Dm, G and G are taken as the world averages 7 . The result of the fit isS L
4Re e s 6.2"1.4 =10y3 , .  .
Im x s 1.2"1.9 =10y3 , .  .q
2  .  .with x rd.o.f. s 0.84. The errors are statistical only. The correlation coefficient between 4Re e and Im xq
is 0.46.
 .We observe clear evidence for T violation in the neutral-kaon mixing. Im x is compatible with zero. Thus,q
no T violation is observed in the semileptonic decay amplitude which violates the DSsDQ rule, should this
 .amplitude be different from zero. We note that Im x is given by the value of the asymmetry for shortq
 .  exp:lifetimes while 4Re e is determined by the long lifetime values. As a result the average A between 1 andT
 .20 t is essentially equal to 4Re e .S
7. Systematic errors
 exp:We have investigated the following sources of systematic errors in the measurement of A :T
fl background level and background asymmetry,
fl normalization factors,
fl decay-time resolution,
fl regeneration correction.
A summary of the systematic errors for the different parameters is reported in Table 1. Note that the systematic
 exp:  .errors on A applies as well to 4Re e for the case of the two parameters fit.T
The determination of the relative acceptances for the various background contributions is made using a
Monte Carlo simulation, which is known to reproduce the data to better than 10%. A change of 10% in the
 exp:relative acceptances for the various background contributions results in a systematic uncertainty in A ofT
"0.03=10y3.
An additional source of systematic error arises from the charge asymmetry in the background, owing to the
different probabilities for a pq and a py to be identified as a positron and an electron, respectively. The level
of this asymmetry has been determined using pions selected from minimum-bias events and is found to be
 .  exp: y33"1 %, leading to an uncertainty in A of "0.02=10 .T
In order to estimate the effect of an error in the normalization functions, j and h, we change the value of the
average normalization in the fit procedure by one standard deviation. The parameters j and h are measured to
y4 y3  exp: y3an accuracy of "4.3=10 and "2.0=10 resulting in a systematic error on A of "0.2=10 andT
Table 1
Summary of systematic errors
exp y3 y3 : w x  . w xSource Known precision A 10 Im x 10T q
background level "10% "0.03 "0.2
background asymmetry "1% "0.02 "0.5
y4j "4.3=10 "0.2 "0.1
y3h "2.0=10 "1.0 "0.4
decay-time resolution 10% negligible "0.6
w xregeneration Ref. 8 "0.1 "0.1
Total syst. "1.0 "0.9
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"1.0=10y3, respectively. As can be seen from Table 1, the secondary vertex normalization h is the dominant
source of systematic error for our asymmetry.
The lifetime resolution for each lifetime bin was determined by a Monte Carlo simulation. Varying these
 exp:resolutions within "10% we find a negligible change in A . The systematic errors arising from the error ofT
 exp:  .Dm, G and G are negligible both for A and Im x .S L T q
Finally, the evaluation of the systematic error due to the regeneration effect is obtained by varying the value
 exp:of the regeneration amplitude within its experimental errors. The resulting systematic error on A is foundT
to be "0.1=10y3.
8. Final results and conclusions
 .The experimentally obtained asymmetry see Section 4.4 is
 exp: y3A s 6.6"1.3 "1.0 =10 . .T stat syst
 .  .This value is well compatible with 4Re e see Section 6 . In the limit of CPT invariance in the semileptonic
decay process but independently of the validity of the DSsDQ rule, this is a departure from time-reversal
invariance in the evolution of neutral kaons into their antiparticles. It constitutes the first direct measurement of
a difference between the rate of a process and its inverse.
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